


GiG - Cocktails Machine
YOUR BAR’S SECRET WEAPON
GiG - Cocktails Machine, are automatic cocktail dispensers that work with an integrated tablet 
featuring more than 75 pre-programmed cocktail recipes, ready to follow while offering the ability 
to add your own custom cocktails. 
The embedded technology paired with the user friendly interface allows you to dispense the 
exact quantity of ingredients needed for each recipe, with a simple touch on your screen.

Program your recipe and connect up to 15 ingredients: liquors, juices, mixes or syrups, through 
completely separated lines, so that every single cocktail tastes like the perfect one.

THE RESUTHE RESULTS?
Impeccable cocktails and mocktails without a drop wasted!



Eliminate Waste
SAVE UP TO 20%

Thanks to GiG - Cocktails Machine, you work faster while finally getting rid of 
unwanted overpouring. Expect to save up to 20% on the cost of ingredients, 

recapture revenue, and enjoy quick Return On Investment.

Choose your cocktail, Touch the tablet, it’s Done! 
Typical cocktail preparation averages 10 seconds.
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Go modular
INTEGRATE ANYWHERE

GiG Modular is meant to be integrated directly to your bar fixture. 
Following an easy installation, GiG perfectly blends in any decor.

 
Pumps and electronics are packed in a compact enclosure that easily 
fits most spaces. Like the standard GiG Pro, it comes with 8 or 15 lines. 

Go mobile
PORTABLE COCKTAIL BAR
GiG Cart is the latest addition to the world of Cocktails Machine.
It’s been created to offer the perfect mobile solution for outdoor space, events, lounges, sports venues and more.
Based on the GiG Modular, it comes in two versions:
  Standard: features 8 or 15 pumps, a compact cart with drawers to organize your bottles and a battery option.
  XL: with 15 pumps for your ingredients, an ice chest, 4x garnish trays, sliding drawers, locking doors, 6ft long 
power cord to plug-in or a battery option.

CusCustomize GiG Cart with your own logo for your personal experience.





GiG Modular 

www.cocktailsmachine.ca 

GiG Pro GiG Cart 

PRODUCT MADE IN ITALY 
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